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Głośniki multimedialne 2.1 MS-1082 czarny
Sven

Cena 199,99 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Czas wysyłki 5 dni

Producent Sven

Opis produktu
SVEN Company presented new SVEN MS-1820 speaker system, which is the successor of legendary SPS-820 and SPS-821
models. The speaker system will do to watch movies, listen to the music and sound computer games. The best engineering
ideas of ТМ SVEN, which had to stand the test of time and conquered the high appreciation of experts in the sound area, have
been incarnated in the models. The system is able to work independently from a computer, notebook or media player,
because it has a built-in player of audio files from USB flashes or SD cards. The FM tuner available in the model memorizes up
to 40 radio stations.

There are the subwoofer and the system sound controls, the mode switching button, jacks to connect USB flashes, SD/MMC
memory cards and the LED display on the front subwoofer panel. The frequency of a selected radio station, as well as the
activated operation mode of the system (AUX, FM or MP3) is displayed on the digital display. SVEN MS-1820 can be controlled
also with the remote control. The model is very compact and can be placed in the encumbered working space on the table, for
example, with a lamp or printer. The subwoofer is designed according to the Band -pass technology, which makes it possible
to obtain deeper and more saturated bass. The model design is the ultra-modern one. The shining gloss and subdued luster of
the system case mat surface are harmoniously combined with each other. The bold union of different texture materials
strengthens the contrast impression and emphasizes the developers’ main idea: SVEN MS-1820 is the classic design in a
modern version.

Specyfikacja produktu:
Producent SVEN
Model MS-1082
Total output power (RMS), W    40
Output power (RMS), W    subwoofer: 18
satellites: 22 (2 × 11)
Frequency range, Hz    subwoofer: 40 – 150
satellites: 150 – 20,000
Dimensions of subwoofer loudspeaker, mm    Ø 92
Dimensions of satellite loudspeakers, mm    Ø 57
Remote control    available
Magnetic shielding    available
Power supply    ~220 V / 50 Hz
Case material    wood (MDF)
Dimensions (subwoofer), mm    164 × 233 × 250
Dimensions (satellites), mm    90 × 130 × 83
Weight, kg    4
Color    czarny
Wersja opakowania BOX
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